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Abstract

Language is one of the most complex of human traits. There are many hypotheses about how it origi-

nated, what factors shaped its diversity, and what ongoing processes drive how it changes. We pre-

sent the Causal Hypotheses in Evolutionary Linguistics Database (CHIELD, https://chield.excd.org/), a

tool for expressing, exploring, and evaluating hypotheses. It allows researchers to integrate multiple

theories into a coherent narrative, helping to design future research. We present design goals, a for-

mal specification, and an implementation for this database. Source code is freely available for other

fields to take advantage of this tool. Some initial results are presented, including identifying conflicts

in theories about gossip and ritual, comparing hypotheses relating population size and morphological

complexity, and an author relation network.

Key words: database, causal graphs, causal inference

1. Introduction

Evolutionary linguistics is a field that uses evolutionary

principles to explain the origins of complex communica-

tion systems, as well as the similarities and differences be-

tween them (e.g., Knight, Studdert-Kennedy and Hurford

2000; Wray 2002; Botha 2003; Christiansen and Kirby

2003; Hurford, 2007; Kinsella 2009; Fitch 2010; Berwick

and Chomsky 2016; Progovac 2019). Scott-Phillips and

Kirby (2010) identified four phases in human language

evolution that are studied within this field:

• Pre-adaptation—the preconditions for a language

ability, often related to genetic evolution (e.g.,

Lieberman 1984; Corballis 1999; Hurford 2003;

Slocombe and Zuberhühler 2005; Cheney and

Seyfarth 2005; Fehér 2017; Vernes 2017).

• co-evolution—how the first human communication

systems and these pre-adaptations evolved together

(e.g., Deacon 1997; Dor, Knight and Lewis 2014;

Berwick and Chomsky 2013; Pakendorf 2014;

Vigliocco, Perniss and Vinson 2014; Power,

Finnegan and Callan 2016; Falk 2016).

• cultural evolution—the initial emergence of new lin-

guistic structures (e.g., Nowak and Krakauer 1999;

Tallerman 2007; Smith and Kirby 2008; Culbertson

and Newport 2015; Progovac 2015; Kempe, Gauvrit

and Forsyth 2015; Tamariz and Kirby 2016; Goldin-

Meadow and Yang 2016; Piantadosi and Fedorenko

2017).

• language change—the ongoing change in languages

(e.g., Mufwene 2001; Ritt 2004; Croft 2008;

Sampson and Trudgill 2009; Dunn et al. 2011;

Gavin et al. 2013; Majid, Jordan and Dunn, 2015;

Bowern 2015; Bybee 2015; Coelho et al. 2019).

There have been many exciting developments in recent

decades, making it perhaps possible to join them into

larger theories. However, synthesis has become difficult

as there now exists a mountain of theories and evidence,

in increasingly specialised sub-fields. Jim Hurford once

moderated a discussion between four plenary speakers

who had presented four different theories of language

evolution. His first question was ‘What do you disagree

about?’. Nobody had a reply. This showed that, al-

though the theories were internally consistent, they

weren’t connected to each other. This characterises a

problem in many fields—it is possible to have nearly as

many theories as there are researchers, and debate is

often limited to dogmatic acceptance or complete rejec-

tion of these theories, rather than trying to systematical-

ly compare, evaluate, and synthesise.

Progress in evolutionary linguistics will be made by

working towards building a chain of causal links that

join theories together. Since there are many aspects of

language evolution that cannot be tested directly, each

link should be tested with multiple methods and sources

of data—a ‘robust’ approach (Irvine, Roberts and Kirby

2013; Roberts 2018). In order to combine these different
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strands of evidence (experiments, models, simulations,

comparative work), researchers must coherently express

how these results relate to each other and to the real

world (Vogt and De Boer 2010). There have been previ-

ous calls for this kind of approach; for example,

Zuidema and de Boer (2010, 2013) suggest that compu-

tational modelling should aim for greater ‘model paral-

lelisation’ (qualitatively comparing models against each

other) and greater ‘model sequencing’ (building chains

of models that feed into each other). However, practical

solutions are difficult to produce, due to challenges that

relate to expression, exploration, evaluation, and

extension.

Expression: Expressing complex causal hypotheses in

prose is difficult, and many hypotheses are underspeci-

fied. Without deep knowledge of a theory’s particular

sub-field, it is often difficult to identify the assumptions

and claims of a theory. In addition, different sub-fields

may use different terms to refer to very similar concepts,

or use the same term to refer to different concepts. A

classic example of this is the word ‘language’ itself,

which can be interpreted as anything relating to human

communication or only a specific syntactic ability. All

this can lead to researchers talking past each other,

along with a general lack of connection between sub-

fields. How can we better express hypotheses to avoid

these problems?

Exploration: Evolutionary linguistics now includes

many subfields within linguistics (Bergmann and Dale

2016; Berwick and Chomsky 2016), and also relates to

other larger interdisciplinary fields of research, such as

learning or cooperation (Kirby and Christiansen 2003;

Progovac 2019). The methods are diverse, ranging from

molecular genetics (e.g., Enard et al., 2002; Hitchcock,

Paracchini and Gardner 2019), to archaeology (e.g.,

Noble and Davidson 1996; Currie and Killin 2019), to

computational simulation (Steels 1997; Cangelosi and

Parisi 2012; Jon-And and Aguilar 2019). It is therefore

increasingly hard to keep up to date with all the develop-

ments in the field. How can we make theories searchable

so that researchers can access work from other fields

that relates to their own? Furthermore, how can we for-

mally relate these hypotheses to each other, in order to

find similarities and differences?

Evaluation: After relating theories to each other,

how do we then evaluate them? How do we identify the

claims that are supported by evidence, and those that re-

quire further investigation? How can we get an overview

of research conducted on a topic? Studies are getting

more complex, and there is more emphasis on large-

scale tests that can evaluate multiple competing models.

Systematically collecting these hypotheses, storing them

and converting them into statistical models is hard

(Bareinboim and Pearl 2016).

Extension: Language evolution is a field that has

inspired much debate, and even reaching a consensus on

interpretations of hypotheses is difficult. How can we

support researchers in the continuing process of refining

and extending them? How can we ensure that the tools

to do this will be useful into the future?

One possible solution is to harness the power

of causal graphs. A causal graph is a graphical tool

which breaks a complex hypothesis into individual

causal links. We present the Causal Hypotheses in

Evolutionary Linguistics Database (CHIELD, pro-

nounced like ‘shield’, https://chield.excd.org/), a data-

base of hypotheses expressed as causal graphs. It allows

users to apply computational search and visualisation

methods, in order to express, explore, and evaluate

hypotheses. This article describes the design and

presents three case studies to demonstrate its functional-

ity. Case Study 1 demonstrates how CHIELD can be

used to explore connections between theories. Case

Study 2 attempts to evaluate competing explanations of

the connection between population size and morpho-

logical complexity, and demonstrates some issues with

vocabulary. Of course, problems such as converging on

the same vocabulary requires more than a database to

solve, but CHIELD may at least provide a space for

spotting potential areas of disagreement. Case Study 3

demonstrates extended uses such as constructing net-

works of authors working on the same topics.

To be clear, the aim is not to build a list of theories

that have been accepted by the scientific community as

‘correct’, that are somehow more ‘prestigious’ or sup-

posedly have no counterevidence. It is, of course, very

difficult to prove a causal effect as being distinct from a

correlation. However, at the heart of any research trying

to explain a phenomenon is an idea about some kind of

causal relationship. The aim therefore is to faithfully

represent these ideas such that researchers can plan fu-

ture work. Furthermore, the aim of this database is not

to highlight one view over another, but to simply present

them on an accessible platform. Its aim is description,

not prescription. Finally, the database aims to be edit-

able and maintainable into the future. We hope that fu-

ture studies in language evolution will be enhanced by

the insights provided by causal graphs.

2. Causal inference and causal graphs

Causal inference is an approach to thinking about caus-

ality (Pearl 2000; Pearl and Mackenzie 2018; Rohrer

2018) that uses graphical tools—causal graphs—to
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depict models of causal processes. Causal graphs consist

of nodes that represent measurable quantities or con-

cepts, and arrows which represent the causal influences

between these nodes. For example, consider why we

might see more shirt stains on hot days. Prof. Whippy

suggests a causal explanation: ‘High temperatures cause

more ice-cream consumption, and more ice-cream con-

sumption leads to more shirt stains’. So we can draw the

following causal graph:

Temperature ! Ice cream consumption ! Shirt stains

This causal graph has three measurable quantities

(nodes e.g., ‘Temperature’) and two causal links. The

links are interpreted according to an interventionist in-

terpretation of causality (see e.g., Woodward 2003,

2016). For example, the first causal link states that if

one were to ‘intervene’ by changing the temperature

sufficiently, then the amount of ice cream consumption

would also change (and the second link states that if

one were to increase the amount of ice cream consump-

tion sufficiently, then the number of shirt stains would

increase). That is, it makes a counterfactual claim

about a possible world where the measurable quantities

were different. Interventionist causality is often inter-

preted in experimental terms: if one were to experimen-

tally manipulate the temperature, then there would be

a change in ice cream consumption. Relationships

encoded by the causal arrow could be fully determinis-

tic or just probabilistic, and could be between continu-

ous, discrete, or categorical variables. This is a widely

used approach for which many helpful tools are

available.

Note that the graph above also makes some more

claims. First, there is no link from ice cream consump-

tion to temperature, which is interpreted as there being

no causal effect of ice cream consumption on tempera-

ture. That is, if we were to intervene by forcing people

to consume ice cream, then the temperature would not

increase. Secondly, since there is no direct causal link be-

tween the first and the third node, the number of shirt

stains is causally independent of the temperature such

that temperature only influences shirt stains via ice

cream consumption. This hypothesis could be experi-

mentally tested, for example by raising the temperature

(maybe within a shopping centre) and simultaneously

banning the sale of ice cream, to see if the number of

shirt stains decreases.

A key thing to understand about causal graphs is that

they do not necessarily reflect what has been proven to

be true, but instead reflect a particular researcher’s hy-

pothesis. In other words, causal graphs represent ideas

about how the world works, they are not proof that the

world really is like that. There are many other possible

hypotheses (and causal chains) to explain the same phe-

nomenon. For example, Prof. Whippy suggested that

higher temperature causes more ice cream consumption,

which in turn causes more shirt stains. Let’s imagine

that, in another paper, Prof. Gelato attacks Prof.

Whippy’s hypothesis and suggests a different explan-

ation, namely that ice cream consumption has no effect

on shirt stains, and instead seeing a shirt stain reminds

people of ice cream and so they seek it out. In yet an-

other paper, Prof. Sorbet studies climate change and sug-

gests that refrigerated ice cream vans are contributing to

greenhouse gases, therefore affecting the temperature.

We can draw the three hypotheses in a single graph

(Fig. 1).

By representing multiple hypotheses on a single

causal graph, we can identify relationships between

them. For example, Profs Whippy and Gelato agree on

the effect of temperature on ice cream consumption.

Furthermore, Prof. Sorbet’s climate change mechanism

is not necessarily in conflict with the effect of tempera-

ture on ice cream consumption. Both could be operating

to create a feedback loop. However, Prof. Whippy and

Prof. Gelato disagree on the relationship between ice

cream consumption and shirt stains. Intuitively, Prof.

Gelato’s theory seems much less likely to be true, but the

causal graph is still a valid representation of Prof.

Gelato’s theory. Drawing out the two theories has there-

fore shown where the conflict lies, and further suggests a

future empirical test: Prof. Gelato would predict that

staining people’s shirts would cause ice cream consump-

tion to increase, while Prof. Whippy would predict that

it would make no difference.

As this example shows, expressing different hypotheses

as causal graphs allows researchers to express, explore,

evaluate, and extend the relationships between them (see

Höfler et al. 2018). Constructing a causal graph is also an

Figure 1. Causal graph showing three hypotheses of the rela-

tionship between temperature, ice cream consumption, and

shirt stains. Nodes represent measurable quantities, and lines

between them represent hypothesised causal links. Lines with

arrows reflect causal effects and the line with a bar head is

interpreted as ‘no causal effect’. Lines are coloured according

to their source publication. The grey dotted rectangle high-

lights a conflict between two theories.
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excellent way to identify underspecified mechanisms.

Causal graphs can help readers to understand papers

(Easterday, Aleven and Scheines 2007; Cao, Sun and

Zhuge 2018; Höfler et al. 2018; although Tubau 2008,

suggests that they may not aid reasoning in certain

domains) and facilitate debate (Easterday et al. 2009).

They also help communicate theories indirectly by provid-

ing a roadmap for writing (e.g., authors can check if they

have provided justification or evidence for each causal

link, or identify arguments that are tangential to the cen-

tral claim, see Section 4.2 below).

Expression of theories is an important part of teach-

ing, and a unified approach to expressing causal hypoth-

eses in language evolution could improve student

understanding. For example, students could point to a

particular causal link that they do not understand, and

the database could give them a quote from the paper.

Causal graphs also aid understanding in high-school stu-

dents (Hsu et al. 2015).

Of course, carrying out the experimental manipula-

tions mentioned above might be impractical. In this

case, researchers might depend on converging evidence

from multiple sources, analogies with simulations or

‘natural experiments’ (see e.g., Steels 1997; Pyers et al.

2010; De Boer and Verhoef 2012; Morgan, 2013;

Irvine, Roberts and Kirby 2013). For example, in the

case above, researchers could seek locations where the

temperature does not change, or where the temperature

varies but there is no ice-cream. However, many recent

developments in causal inference have allowed research-

ers to estimate causal effects with purely observational

data, even in cases where researchers cannot directly

measure a variable of interest (Pearl 2000; Bareinboim

and Pearl 2012).

Another advantage is in identifying conditioning sets:

which variables to control for in an analysis. Standard

methods about how to choose control variables are

often vague (Pearl and Mackenzie 2018), and many as-

sume that controlling for more variables makes the cen-

tral test more robust. However, controlling for some

variables can create spurious correlations due to col-

liders. A collider is a node on a causal path with two

causal links (arrows) pointing into it (see Supplementary

Material S5). In the example above, Prof. Gelato pre-

dicts that ‘ice cream consumption’ is a collider along the

path involving temperature and shirt stains. Gelato

would predict that temperature and shirt stains both

contribute to ice cream consumption. If this were true,

then temperature and shirt stains should be uncorre-

lated, except when controlling for ice cream consump-

tion, at which point they would become correlated (see

e.g., Elwert 2013). This property of colliders means that

spurious correlations can sometimes be introduced by

statistical controls (see Elwert and Winship 2014; Ding

and Miratrix 2015; Middleton et al. 2016; Westfall and

Yarkoni 2016; Rohrer 2018; York 2018). Drawing a

causal graph helps to identify these cases, and therefore

helps make effective decisions in study design and ana-

lysis. These benefits make causal graphs a very powerful

tool for research in the social sciences. However, causal

graphs are not substitutes for careful thought and de-

sign. They are tools for helping researchers do their job.

CHIELD aims to make these tools more accessible.

Some recent developments in causal inference theory

go further by attempting to estimate the most likely

causal graph directly from observational data on large

number of variables (Kalisch et al. 2012; Hauser and

Bühlmann 2012; see Heinze-Deml, Maathuis and

Meinshausen 2018, for applications in linguistics see

Roberts and Winters 2013; Baayen, Milin and Ramscar

2016; Blasi and Roberts 2017). Analysing the entire

causal network, rather than just explaining the variation

in a single target variable, makes it possible to study

much more complex relationships, and to form a more

comprehensive picture of complex systems such as those

found in social sciences. However, there are many pos-

sible ways of applying this method (parameters of the al-

gorithm, treatment of the data, assumptions of the

statistical tests), and these can lead to big differences in

the results and interpretation. What is needed is a way

of compiling and organising existing knowledge about

causal effects within one domain, in order to evaluate

the automatically derived causal graph. CHIELD aims

to provide this prior knowledge in order to protect

researchers from making hasty post-hoc hypotheses

from the output of automatic methods.

3. Design of the database

We reviewed various existing applications (see

Supplementary Material S1) to check whether they ad-

dress the problems discussed above. There appears to be

no single tool that allows researchers to express hypoth-

eses (visually), explore the way they interact, and evalu-

ate them. CHIELD aims to fill this gap. In this section,

we cover the design of CHIELD. The principle is to store

data in a simple spreadsheet format, with scripts that

convert them to a database that can be accessed and

edited through a customised web interface.

3.1 Expression

The aim of CHIELD is to allow researchers to express

causal graphs for a particular theory, in a simple and
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intuitive format. CHIELD is based around ‘documents’

(usually a peer-reviewed, published paper), each of

which have three associated files: bibliographic informa-

tion stored as a bibtex file, a simple text file listing who

contributed the data, and a spreadsheet file which stores

information about the causal links in the document.

These files are kept together in a folder, which is named

after the unique bibtex key for the document. In order to

make finding particular files easier, we borrow the de-

sign of Glottolog: document folders are sorted into par-

ent folders for each year of publication, and then each

year is sorted into parent folders for each decade of pub-

lication (see https://github.com/CHIELDOnline/CHIE

LD/tree/master/data/tree/documents). For example, the

files for Dunbar’s (2004) paper on gossip is stored in

‘documents/2000s/2004/dunbar2004gossip/’. This or-

ganisation is largely for the convenience of the database

developer. For most users, the online interface for cod-

ing papers will automatically create files in the correct

location, and documents can be searched using a user-

friendly interface.

Within the causal links spreadsheet, a single observa-

tion (a single row) represents a single causal link be-

tween two variables. The causal link has a number of

associated properties, shown in Table 1. The types of

causal relation are shown in Table 2. While a standard

causal graph does not encode the direction of the rela-

tionship, this information can be encoded in CHIELD

via the ‘Cor’ (correlation) field, including positive, nega-

tive and non-monotonic relationships.

The format is easiest to explain with an example

(Table 3). Lupyan and Dale (2010) suggested a link be-

tween the number of speakers a language has, and the

language’s morphological complexity. In their paper,

they hypothesise that: ‘Speakers of languages [with large

numbers of speakers] are more likely to use the lan-

guage to speak to outsiders—individuals from different

ethnic and/or linguistic backgrounds.’ This could be

coded as the first row of Table 3. They hypothesise a

causal effect (‘>’) and they support this with references

to the literature (type ¼ ‘review’). The main quantita-

tive results from the paper demonstrate a negative cor-

relation between population size and morphological

complexity. This can be coded separately as a ‘statistic-

al’ type of support. See Section 5.3 or the entry in

CHIELD (https://chield.excd.org/document.html?key

lupyan2010language) for more information. More

detailed specifications for each field are provided in the

supporting materials.

Defining hierarchies of variables is possible by using

a colon character in the variable name. For example, in

a paper on morphological complexity, Nettle (2012) dis-

tinguishes ‘paradigmatic complexity’ from ‘syntagmatic

complexity’. Ideally, these concepts should link to the

‘morphological complexity’ node of other hypotheses

while maintaining their specificity. Therefore, a coder

might use ‘morphological complexity: paradigmatic’

and ‘morphological complexity: syntagmatic’. Various

settings in the visualisation allow users to switch from

connecting nodes only if their full labels match, and con-

necting them if their higher order category matches.

It would also be possible to allow empirical measures

of causal strength to be stored for each causal link,

which are important for causal studies in fields like

medicine. However, they are not part of the core design

goals here, since many studies of evolutionary linguistics

do not estimate these kinds of measures directly, but use

experiments, models or case studies to make analogies.

Table 1. Fields in the database

Field Description Values

Var1 The source variable Any lowercase string. Hierarchies can be separated by ‘:’

Relation The type of causal relation See Table 2

Var2 The destination variable Same as Var1

Cor The direction of correlation blank, pos, neg, nm (non-monotonic)

Topic The topic of study Lowercase strings separated by ‘;’

Stage The evolutionary stage Preadaptation, co-evolution, cultural evolution, language

change (see Scott-Phillips and Kirby 2010)

Type The type of evidence used to support the link Experiment, review, model, simulation, statistical, qualita-

tive, logical, hypothesis, other

Confirmed Whether the evidence supported the link Blank, yes, no

Notes For context, e.g., a quote from the paper that supports

the observation

Any string

See the Supplementary Material S2 for the full specification.
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The most important design feature here is a low barrier

to adding data, and causal strength estimates may not be

very helpful for many researchers in evolutionary lin-

guistics. Having said this, it would be easy to add this

kind of information to a future version of the database.

3.1 Exploration

The web interface for CHIELD includes several ways of

searching the data. PHP scripts fetch data from the com-

piled SQLite version of the database and serve them up

into a dynamically searchable tabulated format (using

the Datatables library, https://datatables.net). For ex-

ample, users can view a list of documents, and search by

title, author or year. Each document links to a document

page, which displays the bibliographic information, the

list of causal links (with the specification information

above) and a list of other documents that have variables

in common (found using live queries of the SQLite data-

base). CHIELD also includes an interactive visualisation

of the causal graph using the vis.js javascript library

(http://visjs.org). Users can view tables which list all the

causal links or all variables. These link to similar pages

which give overviews of the variable (e.g., all causal

links involving ‘linguistic diversity’). These search fea-

tures make it easy to find documents or causal links, and

to explore links between documents.

Collaboration is an important part of language evo-

lution research (see Bergmann and Dale 2016;

Youngblood and Lahti 2018). There are now various

approaches for automatically suggesting collaborations

between authors based on network models (e.g., Lopes

et al. 2010; Xu et al. 2010; Yan and Guns 2014; Guns

and Rousseau 2014; Kong et al. 2017). By combining

the bibliographic information with the causal links data,

CHIELD may be able to find connections between

authors beyond co-authorship. Users can search a list of

authors, with links to author pages showing all docu-

ments and causal links by an author, a list of their

co-authors and a list of potential collaborators. The po-

tential collaborators are defined following a method

similar to the AXON database (see Supplementary

Materials S1): find authors whose causal graphs overlap

(have nodes in common), but who have not published

any papers together.

CHIELD includes an “Explore” mode, where users

can load multiple causal graphs into a single visualisa-

tion. This includes various tools:

• An interface for combining multiple causal graphs

into a single visualisation.

• Interactive manipulation, allowing adding a node

from the database, adding all nodes from a particular

document, or removing nodes or edges from the cur-

rent visualisation.

• Expand links from the currently selected node (display

all causal links that connect to a particular node).

• Find evidence from other documents for the currently

displayed links.

• Display sub-variables under a single higher order

variable

• Find causal pathways between two given variables,

in order to discover alternative hypotheses.

Table 2. Syntax for expressing the relationship between the source and destination variable

Syntax Meaning Symbol

X > Y A change in X causes a change in Y !
X <¼> Y X and Y co-evolve $
X � Y X and Y are correlated ----

X id="721" /> Y X does not causally influence Y —j
X� Y X is a necessary precondition for Y ! (red)

X �¼ Y X is an indicator of (measured by) Y —�

X ^ Y X exerts an evolutionary selection pressure on Y ----"

Table 3. Example coding for two links in Lupyan and Dale (2010)

Var1 Relation Var2 Cor Topic Stage Type Confirmed Notes

Population size > Population

contact

pos Contact Language

change

Review Speakers

of lang . . .

. . .

Population size � Morphological

complexity

neg Morphology Language

change

Statistical Yes Population

was . . .
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• Exporting the causal graphs as ‘dot’ format files.

These can be used in visualisation tools, like

GraphViz (Ellson et al. 2004) or Gephi (Bastian,

Heymann and Jacomy 2009) to produce images for

use in publications (e.g. pdf, svg).

These tools can help a researcher find “upstream”

explanations that feed into their own hypothesis, and

also see how their hypothesis can generate predictions

for other “downstream” work.

CHIELD finds causal pathways using a variant of

Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959), which finds all

possible paths between two nodes. This can become

complicated if there are loops or multiple connections

between variables. However, the algorithm does not

need to find all possible paths, only the set of nodes

along all possible paths (the SQL query will find all

paths connecting these nodes later). Therefore, the algo-

rithm only follows each edge once. Another issue is

which types of causal connection should be considered

in the search. Considering only standard causal links

(‘>’) can lead to missing some connections, but includ-

ing all links can lead to very large causal networks which

are not useful. The current implementation, therefore,

only considers the following connections: ‘>’, ‘�’,

‘<¼>’ and ‘¼�’. In the future, this search process could

be customisable.

3.2 Evaluation

The explore mode allows control over the visualisation

in order to support evaluation and effective design deci-

sions for future research. Parameters of the causal graph

can be manipulated (e.g., to display hierarchical layout

or a dynamic ‘spring’ layout). For example, the colours

of edges and node positions can be manipulated to re-

flect the source publication, type of evidence, type of

causal effect, or direction of correlation (communicated

through a hideable legend). The colour schemes are

designed to be distinguishable by colourblind users.

The explore mode also includes a tool for highlight-

ing differences between hypotheses. If causal links from

more than one document are loaded, an algorithm finds

edges where the two documents disagree. At the mo-

ment, this only involves cases where one document

claims that there is a causal connection (‘>’, ‘�’,

‘<¼>’) and the other claims that there is no causal con-

nection (‘/>’), but this could be expanded in the future.

If conflicts are detected, the relevant edges are high-

lighted and the visualisation zooms in to display them.

The final causal graph can be exported to the

DAGitty web interface (Textor, Hardt and Knüppel

2011) or as model definition code for the R package

phylopath (von Hardenberg and Gonzalez-Voyer 2013;

van der Bijl 2018), which performs phylogenetic path

analysis on multiple competing models (each document

is listed as a different model). The full database is openly

available in a range of formats, for further manipulation

by statistical software.

3.3 Extension

Constructing a comprehensive database of theories of

language evolution is not a feasible task for a single per-

son. Consequently, CHIELD has been designed to be ex-

tendable by large numbers of contributors. This makes it

important to be able to curate contributions and keep

track of changes. It is not expected that everyone will

agree on interpretations, but these issues are worth

debating, and the database should include space for dis-

cussion and revisions. If the database is to be useful in

the long-term, there are also the practical questions

about how best to store the data. Moreover, we want

the basic application to be extendable to other fields and

by other developers. Therefore, the design goals here

are:

• Integration with version control software for keeping

track of changes.

• Tools for discussion and curation.

• Simple file formats that can be easily edited.

• Non-proprietary data formats for longevity.

• Open source code for extension to other fields.

CHIELD is integrated with Git and GitHub for keep-

ing track of changes, and for managing public contribu-

tions, issues, and discussion (https://github.com/

CHIELDOnline/CHIELD). This also provides open ac-

cess to the source code if other fields of research want to

develop their own version. The file formats (bib, txt,

and csv) are open-source, non-proprietary, and simple

to edit. All processing scripts and external libraries are

free and open source.

Data can be added to CHIELD by coders through

the GitHub repository, but the website also includes a

simpler customised interface for adding data (using the

javascript library js-grid, http://js-grid.com/). This guides

coders through the process of contributing a document

to CHIELD, including how to draw the causal graph

visually or to upload a causal links template spreadsheet

from their computer (more information at https://chield.

excd.org/Help_AddingData.html). The interface sug-

gests existing variable names for the coder to re-use, in

order to maximise convergence on variable names.

Once the coder has entered their data, a script creates

the standard file formats for CHIELD and sends them to
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the GitHub repository (it creates a new branch, commits

the new files to it, and then makes a pull request to

merge these into the main branch). This sends an alert to

the owner of the repository who can review the contri-

bution and accept it into the database. The web manager

can now pull these changes down to the server, and run

the compiling script that creates an updated SQL data-

base and deploys it to the website. This system is per-

haps one of the more successful parts of the database

design that allows anyone to contribute without needing

to know how to use version control software. This sys-

tem also takes advantage of the existing tools of

GitHub, including user logins, bug reports, discussion

threads, and tracking changes which reduces the devel-

opment load. Finally, this system also allows rapid turn-

over: after the coder has submitted their data, the

process of adding it to the database and updating the

website takes just a few minutes.

3.3.1 Scope of data

The condition for entry into the database is that the

document proposes a hypothesis with causal claims that

relates to some part of the evolution of communication

and that it is published in a peer-reviewed publication

(e.g., journal paper, peer-reviewed conference proceed-

ings, book chapter). This could be either biological or

cultural evolution (or both) at any evolutionary stage.

As a rule of thumb, the document should relate directly

to language, or be ‘one link away’ from a relevant lan-

guage document. Entry into the database does not mean

that the hypothesis is correct or widely accepted, or even

empirically supported. The aim is not that the database

be a single theory of the evolution of communication,

but a reflection of the whole field. Potential sources for

documents include the Language Evolution and

Computation Bibliography (https://langev.com, includ-

ing over 2,500 papers), the Journal of Language

Evolution, the Journal of Interaction Studies, EvoLang

conferences, and so on.

3.3.2 Moderating contributions

CHIELD aims to be open and editable. Anyone can con-

tribute documents to CHIELD or edit any existing docu-

ments (as long as they have a free GitHub account). This

necessitates moderation for quality control. This is done

through GitHub, with a central administrator being able

to review each contribution or edit (as a pull request) be-

fore it is added to the database. An advantage of this sys-

tem is that it creates a record of every change to the

database. The document pages of the website include

buttons for raising issues with the coding (through a

pre-filled GitHub issues page), which may be taken up

by other users or an administrator. There are various ad-

ministrator tools for aggregate tasks, like replacing all

occurrences of a particular variable label with another.

4. Results

The CHIELD website is live (http://chield.excd.org/)

and is updated continuously (https://github.com/CHI

ELDOnline/CHIELD). The results in this article are

based on version 1.1. In general, we found coding of

causal graphs challenging but productive. We found that

a paper might take between 10 minutes and an hour to

code, depending on the complexity of the theory, the

methods used and the coder’s familiarity with the sub-

ject. Version 1.1 of CHIELD includes 400 documents

and 3,406 causal links between 1,700 variables. These

were contributed by 41 coders (see https://chield.excd.

org/about.html).

The ratio of unique variables to links is high, suggest-

ing that many documents introduce new variables.

Ideally, if the database was approaching a ‘full picture’

of the field, the number of new variables being added

would decrease over time. Figure 2 shows the relation-

ship between the number of documents and the number

of unique variables (points are average number of

unique labels from 1,000 random orderings of docu-

ments). The curve is growing slower than strictly linear,

and if we assume a quadratic function, then we estimate

that a plateau will be reached when around 650 docu-

ments have been coded. Of course, at the moment, the

database reflects the research interests of its contributors

and might under-represent many sub-fields, so coverage

of the whole field might require many more documents.

However, another sign of convergence is that documents

are highly connected. The largest component of the net-

work includes around 75% of all documents (Fig. 3).

4.1 Case study 1: gossip, ritual, and language

The first example of CHIELD’s functionality demon-

strates how theories can be compared against each

other, and how CHIELD can be used to explore empiric-

al evidence that might help resolve debates. Figure 4

shows two theories about the coevolution of group or-

ganisation and communication in human language

emergence. The first theory, Dunbar (2004) relates

population size, brain size, and gossip: risk of predation

drives individuals into larger groups for safety, but these

groups require more time dedicated to social bonding in

order to maintain alliances. Since gossip is more efficient

at maintaining a larger number of alliances than one-on-
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one physical grooming, it was selected for in humans,

leading to a coevolution between population size and

brain size (required for gossiping). However, the second

theory, Knight, Power and Watts (1995) argues that for

gossip to function as a form of social bonding, it needs

to be underwritten by another mechanism that guaran-

tees honesty. For them, the value of gossip is socially

determined through ritual. Therefore, the first symbolic

communications would have been about collaborating

in the maintenance of fictions and ritualistic acts which

enforce in-group solidarity (e.g., females banding to-

gether to conceal signals of menstruation in order to

control access to sex, in return for parental investment

from males).

Both Dunbar’s and Knight et al.’s theories are much

more complicated than these simplistic explanations.

Nonetheless, they can be suitably represented as causal

Figure 2. Basic statistics of CHIELD. The first stacked bar shows the number of links for each stage of language evolution. The se-

cond stacked bar shows the number of links for each type of evidence. The upper-right panel shows the number of documents by

decade of publication. The lower-right panel shows how the number of unique variables grows as documents are added to

CHIELD. For context, a linear grey line is shown beneath (intercept ¼ 0, slope ¼ 5).

Figure 3. The largest connected component in CHIELD (1,542

variables, 3,222 links).
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graphs. Doing so leads to additional evaluative insight:

Even though the theories are seen as being totally

opposed to each other, when their causal graphs are

overlaid, there is only one place where they conflict.

CHIELD automatically identifies the critical causal link

at the heart of the disagreement: whether gossip can

maintain alliances (Dunbar argues that it does; Knight,

Power and Watts argue that it does not in the absence of

ritual bonds). Other parts of the theories are actually

mutually compatible.

One of the core strengths of CHIELD is that it can

identify studies that test critical causal links. For ex-

ample, the explore tool automatically discovered an ex-

periment by Rudnicki, Backer and Declerck (2019)

where pairs of participants played a trust game after ei-

ther gossiping for 20 minutes or interacting without gos-

siping. They found that (for prosocial people) gossiping

increased trust, in line with Dunbar’s hypothesis.

Rudnicki, Backer and Declerck do not discuss Knight,

Power and Watts’ hypothesis, but the link discovered

through CHIELD suggests that their paradigm could be

extended to compare the two theories: participants

could perform a bonding ritual together rather than gos-

siping. In this way, CHIELD can be an effective tool for

identifying critical differences between hypotheses, and

also for discovering work that might help resolve the

disagreement between them.

4.2 Case study 2: population size and
morphological complexity

The next example demonstrates the ability to evaluate

multiple different theories. Lupyan and Dale (2010),

following theories from studies of language contact,

showed that a language’s morphological complexity can

be predicted by the number of speakers who speak it.

They hypothesised that larger populations have more

adult learners and more contact with other languages.

These factors might cause a pressure for the morpho-

logical system of the language to become simpler. For

example, adults are worse at learning morphological

rules than lexical strategies. That is, languages with

large number of speakers might adapt to the adult ‘cog-

nitive niche’.

Figure 5 shows the causal graph for this hypothesis,

which highlights some key points. First, while the

hypothesised mechanism has several steps, the main

quantitative result is a correlation between population

size and morphological complexity (due to the interven-

ing variables having limited data available). The correl-

ation is consistent with the hypothesis, but alternative

data or methods could be applied to try and support

each causal link. Secondly, while most links are sup-

ported either by reviews from the literature or statistical

analyses, there is a ‘weak link’: there was no supporting

evidence for a causal effect of population size on the

proportion of adult learners. Although it makes logical

sense, ideally it should be confirmed empirically (as was

recently done in Koplenig 2019).

Lupyan and Dale’s study led to several other empiric-

al studies looking at the relationship between morpho-

logical complexity and population size, as well as the

invocation of previous studies to explain the patterns. In

Fig. 6, we show 21 of these studies represented as causal

graphs (Supplementary Material S3 include the R script

for automatically generating this figure from CHIELD).

Figure 4. Comparison of Dunbar (2004) and Knight, Power and Watts (1995), with an insert showing the conflict between them and

an additional study by Rudnicki, Backer and Declerck (2019) that was automatically discovered.
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This graph includes evidence from fieldwork, cross-

cultural statistics, lab experiments and simulations.

While this visualisation may look complicated, in tan-

dem with the interactive features of the website it pro-

vides a way of systematically thinking about different

explanations. For example, Nettle (2012) and Cuskley

and Loreto (2016)’s explanation involves general proc-

esses, whereby larger populations change frequency dis-

tributions in ways that lead to simplification. In

contrast, Wray and Grace (2007) and Little (2012) sug-

gest that there are specific effects of the way adults sim-

plify their speech when talking to strangers. Ardell,

Anderson and Winter (2016) suggest that the mechan-

ism involves phonetic variation rather than morphology

directly, while Atkinson, Kirby and Smith (2015) sug-

gest that phonology is the key.

Interestingly, as the causal graph shows, many of

these theories do not necessarily conflict with each

other. In fact, there are several nodes in this network

that could be explicitly measured in a way that allowed

the explanatory power of different causal paths to be

tested against each other (e.g., in a causal path regres-

sion). Examples of conflicts include the presence or ab-

sence of a robust correlation between the proportion of

adult learners and morphological complexity (Bentz and

Winter, 2013; Koplenig 2019). Koplenig (2019) finds a

robust correlation between population size and com-

plexity in terms of entropy, but not a link to morpho-

logical complexity.

The graph also suggests areas where theory might be

extended. For example, other factors that influence mor-

phological complexity include word order (Sinnemäki

2010, see also Koplenig 2019) and morphological re-

dundancy (Berdicevskis and Eckhoff 2016). Perhaps

these interact with the other variables in a way that

might introduce confounds. Following Thurston (1989)

and Hymes (1971), Ross (1996) discusses an

alternative mechanism—esoterogeny—which predicts

that more contact will lead to greater morphological

complexity, due to competing groups trying to distin-

guish themselves. It is currently unclear what would be

required to test this prediction on a large scale, but some

kind of measure of between-group competition would

be needed (see Roberts 2010). These are just some of the

ways that causal graph visualisations might inspire fu-

ture work.

Another contribution to theory that can arise when

constructing these graphs, is an understanding of differ-

ences in the way terminology is used. For example, while

coding some of these studies, it became clear that ‘popu-

lation size’ was not the only way to refer to how many

speakers a language has. Table 4 shows 10 different

terms alongside their definitions. In anthropology, terms

are usually more specific in order to capture distinctions,

such as the total number of speakers of a language and

the number of people in a community (the first may be

very high while the second could be fairly low). In con-

trast, studies in modelling or demography tend to use

terms derived from biology that refer to more abstract

properties. Dissonance amongst terms is a known issue

(at least by experts), but CHIELD provides motivation

and a formal system for trying to achieve unification in

terminology.

4.3 Case study 3: networks of authors

Figure 7 shows a network of connections between

authors, where each connection indicates that causal

graphs from hypotheses by the two authors have at

least one node in common. This network includes 500

of the 720 authors in the database and 6,065 connec-

tions. This kind of network is unique, since it is built

from hand-coded data about central components of

hypotheses rather than publication of co-authorship

statistics or textual analysis. Of course, these are based

on just a small sample of papers in the field, and heav-

ily biased by the research interests of the coders.

Nevertheless, we can use standard network analysis

tools like modularity to find clusters of authors. The

network splits into three main clusters which might be

characterised based on their methods: experimental

(experimental semiotics, iterated learning, computa-

tional modelling), statistical (cross-cultural statistics,

phylogenetics), and comparative (animal communica-

tion, genetics). This suggests that researchers mainly

cluster on their approaches rather than their topics,

meaning that there may be scope for more collabora-

tive work.

Network measures can be used to find ‘brokers’: indi-

viduals who provide critical bridges between clusters. For

Figure 5. Lupyan and Dale (2010)’s hypothesis, expressed as a

causal graph. Links are coloured according to the type of evi-

dence provided.
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example, betweenness-centrality calculates the shortest

path between each pair of nodes, then for each node

counts the number of shortest paths that flow through it.

This estimates the number of connections that would be-

come longer or potentially break if the given node was not

there. Brokers include Kim Sterelny, Stephen Levinson,

Kenny Smith, Monica Tamariz, Simon Kirby, Claire

Bowern, Simon Greenhill, Dan Dediu, and Andrew

Whiten. These are generally researchers with interests that

span the three main clusters.

This information is used in the online interface for

CHIELD to suggest authors who might have interests in

common and might make good collaboration partners.

Authors are connected in the network if they share a

node but have not co-authored a publication (listed in

CHIELD). These suggestions are biased by the selection

Table 4. Different terms for number of individuals in a group

Field Variable Description

Sociology Group size e.g., ‘people whose members are mutually aware of each other and can potentially

interact’ (McGrath 1984); ‘the number of individuals [where we know] who

they are and how they relate to us’ (Dunbar and Dunbar 1998)

Animal behaviour Individual group size ‘the size (the number of individuals) of a group that a particular individual lives

in’ (Jovani and Mavor 2011)

Anthropology Population ‘enumerations and estimates (with dates); density (e.g., arithmetical, for arable

land); population trends; etc.’ (HRAF https://ehrafworldcultures.yale.edu/

ehrafe/subjectDescription.do? ocm¼161)

Anthropology Mean size of local

communities

‘The average population of local communities, whatever the pattern of settlement,

computed from census data or other evidence.’ (D-PLACE https://d-place.org/

parameters/EA031#1/30/154)

Anthropology Community size ‘The population size of the focal or typical community’ (Murdock and Wilson

1972)

Modelling/

demography

Population size ‘Population of ethnic group as a whole’ (Ethnographic Atlas)

Modelling/

demography

Effective population size ‘if the agent is connected to many others via relatively few steps (i.e. a low average

shortest path length), then its effective population size is large, and vice versa’

(Spike, 2018)

Modelling/

demography

Social network size Various definitions, see e.g. Killworth, Bernard and McCarty (1984); Rogerson

(1997).

Animal behaviour Broadcast network ‘the number of people with whom we can communicate directly and indirectly’

(Dunbar 2004: 103)

Linguistics Speech community Various definitions e.g. ‘All people who use a given language or dialect’. (Lyons,

1970); ‘groups that share values and attitudes about language use, varieties and

practices’ (Morgan 2014); ‘The speech community is not defined by any marked

agreement in the use of language elements, so much as by participation in a set

of shared norms’ Labov (1972: 120–1); ‘Any human aggregate characterized by

regular and frequent interaction’ (Gumperz 1968: 66)

Figure 6. Nineteen hypotheses for the mechanism that connects population size and morphological complexity.
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of documents, but generally make sensible suggestions.

For example, the top suggested collaborator for Dan

Dediu, an executive editor of the Journal of Language

Evolution, is Bart de Boer, another executive editor of

the same journal.

4.4 Challenges

There were several challenges while building CHIELD,

many of which may be applicable to any attempt that

catalogues causal theories. First, we found that coding

causal graphs from publications is hard. In a few cases,

two coders coded the same paper and produced graphs

with no overlap. There was even a case where a coder

coded a paper twice, several months apart, and the

agreement was low. Such problems in coding come from

two sources: First, there is often a lack of clarity on the

author’s part (which causal graph methods might ad-

dress). Experiments have shown that researchers can

correctly identify causal structures when appropriate

information is available (Wiley and Myers 2003).

Secondly, the research priorities of the coder will influ-

ence how the graph is coded. For example, biasing the

details that they code, or how they choose to divide the

elements of the hypothesis into nodes. More specific

problems arose regarding the resolution at which to

code the paper (general processes versus specific mecha-

nisms), or how to represent structures like trade-offs or

interaction effects. While causal links into a node repre-

sent a joint conditional probability distribution that

does capture the information in an interaction effect,

there is no standard way of graphically representing

interactions in causal graphs as distinct from simple dir-

ect effects (see VanderWeele and Robins 2007: 1098–

1100). However, in many cases the issue can be resolved

by thinking about the extra steps in between (see

Supplementary Material S4). We noticed that some

coders appeared to have particular ‘styles’, such as aim-

ing to code the hypothesis as a set of discrete steps

(where different species have progressed to different

Figure 7. Author network. Connections between authors indicate that causal graphs from hypotheses by the two authors have at

least one node in common. The links are coloured by clusters discovered according to network modularity.
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extents), or as a dynamic system (where different species

have different values at each node). These disagreements

lead to practical problems. For example, CHIELD

depends on agreement in variable names. Small differen-

ces in labelling lead to major changes in the network.

Very general node labels such as ‘language’ are also un-

helpful when trying to identify causal paths between the-

ories. These issues are mitigated to some extent by the

provision of term recommendations on data entry and

the ability for anyone to edit causal graphs after initial

submission. Fully unifying the vocabulary would take a

lot of editing work, but this might be worth the effort in

order to improve research communication in the field.

The final challenge was that a theory cannot be fully

understood from its graph alone. For this reason, it is

strongly encouraged to add quotes from the paper in the

‘notes’ field that include important context. However,

combined with some general background knowledge of

the field, causal graphs can provide a very helpful overview

of ongoing and existing research. Indeed, we found that

the process of coding causal graphs increased the coder’s

own clarity of the paper beyond simply reading the text.

We maintain that CHIELD is a useful tool for researchers

to organise their research, but we are aware that it would

take a huge amount of work to produce a definitive over-

view of the whole field, if this were at all possible.

The challenges above affect the scalability of the data-

base as the number of contributors and topics expand.

We are currently optimistic. Thanks to the use of git and

Github, the current system seems adequate for handling

the amount of data and edits (around 1,000 edits to

causal graphs). CHIELD serves a relatively large and di-

verse set of researchers (41 contributors from multiple

disciplines, e.g. anthropology, cognitive science, compu-

tational modelling, genetics, morphology, philosophy,

primatology, psychology, sociolinguistics, syntax, and

typology), who have been able to contribute despite

many having little technical or programming back-

grounds. Although anyone can suggest edits, there is cur-

rently only one moderator, and the project may need to

expand to one or more committees for dealing with sub-

topics or variable names. We suggest that expansion to

other fields may be best done by starting a separate data-

base using the tools and structures of CHIELD as a tem-

plate (e.g., the Hypothesis Database for Research into

the Evolution of Culture, HyDREC https://github.com/j-

winters/HyDREC), rather than trying to fit too many

fields in a single source. Refining the database may be

facilitated by dedicated sessions at workshops. One

major bottleneck is training in causal inference methods

for the coders. We hope that this can become a more cen-

tral part of research training in general in the future.

More generally, the data in CHIELD are designed to

be used with the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) ap-

proach to causality and the tools for dealing with them.

However, there are limitations on the kinds of causal

relations that can be represented in this way, and other

approaches are available (see e.g., Mahoney 2008;

Granger 2016, Blasi and Roberts 2017). In particular,

causal loops can be graphically represented using DAGs,

but they violate some of the assumptions that allow vari-

ous parts of the causal inference machinery to function.

Similarly, inference is complicated by non-monotonic

effects (VanderWeele and Robins 2010) or effects hap-

pening on different timescales (Aalen et al. 2016). Many

of the theories coded in CHIELD include these features,

which limits quantitative treatment and complicates

searching for ancestors and links between theories.

However, we believe that the current approach still has

qualitative value and as methods and theory develop,

CHIELD and the data therein can grow to alleviate these

shortcomings.

We note that there are existing attempts for automat-

ic extraction of causal relations directly from publica-

tion texts (see Asghar 2016; Alshuwaier, Areshey and

Poon 2017; Mueller and Huettemann 2018; Mueller

and Abdullaev 2019; Tshitoyan et al. 2019). However,

given the problems above, we are sceptical of the effect-

iveness of this approach for evolutionary linguistics. In

any case, progress in automated coding of causal struc-

ture would require human-coded, ‘gold standard’ data,

which could be provided by CHIELD.

5. Conclusions

We presented the design and implementation of

CHIELD, a database of causal hypotheses in evolution-

ary linguistics. We demonstrated CHIELD’s uses,

including identifying critical differences between theo-

ries, discovering critical evidence, synthesising theories,

and finding collaborators. The main challenge is in the

coding of hypotheses. However, the challenge derives

mainly from the difficulty of accurately conveying causal

ideas in prose, rather than any limitation of causal infer-

ence tools. This issue would be assisted by the use of

causal graphs to express hypotheses in the first place.

One possible solution would be for journals to encour-

age that authors submit a causal graph with each publi-

cation (as a figure or as metadata). This could then be

more easily fed back into CHIELD order to strengthen

the representation of the database.

There are many ways that CHIELD could be

extended in the future. For the database itself, we plan

to add permanent links to the variables and documents,
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add statistical results to edges (though there is the ques-

tion of how to allow multiple types of statistic to one

edge), and add more flexibility in searching (e.g., limit

the results to a particular stage of language evolution).

There is also the possibility of converting to database

formats that explicitly support network structures for

advanced querying (e.g., GraphML). We would like to

add support for large touchscreens and interactive de-

bate so that CHIELD could be used as a tool for live dis-

cussion between researchers. As research methods

increasingly involve collaboration with multiple

researchers, this could help people check how their

understanding of terms and concepts match. We would

also like to develop a way for CHIELD to automatically

suggest studies (e.g., for student projects). For example,

randomly choosing a causal link that currently has no

empirical evidence, detecting colliders that might require

alternative explanations, or showing a link between two

theories that might not have been noticed. It would also

be possible to link nodes to open source data, so that

CHIELD could try to discover links that currently have

no empirical support, but for which there was existing

data that could be utilised. Of course, automated proce-

dures may be susceptible to bias (e.g., publication

biases), and they can be no replacement for careful re-

search practice. But we hope CHIELD can help make re-

search more systematic. In particular, we are keen to

explore how the data in CHIELD can be used as prior

biases in more automated machine-learning processes,

such as automatic causal graph inference.

In conclusion, clearly expressing complex scientific

hypotheses is hard. There is a need for formal tools,

such as causal graphs, to help researchers communicate

their ideas. CHIELD provides easier access to these tools

and creates a space for clarifying theories. It demon-

strates that the field of evolutionary linguistics is more

connected than we thought, and there are potentially

many links between theories that are waiting to be dis-

covered. We suspect the same is true for many other

fields that would also benefit from building their own

database of causal graphs.

Supplementary data

Supplementary data is available at JOLEV online.
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